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Lil Thing had been roaming around the pack and ended up in the orphanage, 
where he was taken custody by the children there, as they loved it. Of course, 
the furball couldn't shake them off and end up as their play thing. 

Meanwhile, its owner didn't really care about it. 

On the other hand, the warriors were dumbstruck to see how this white furball 
could be so docile with little children, despite witnessing how ferocious this cr 
eature was when in the last battle. It could be said, this bear killed their en 
emy more than them, but it didn't even extend its claw when the children 
climbed on top of its body. 

"It's okay," Iris said, she walked forward whenZephyr shielded her from Lil 
Thing. She extended her hand and caressed its head, as it whined against her 
touch, as if complaining. 

Even though it was proven that Lil Thing was harmless to children, but Zephyr 
had witnessed the feral side of this white furball, so out of instinct and duty, he 
needed to step forward and protect Iris. 

"It's okay, that's furry cr eature is fine," Eron saidto Zephyr, as he handed over 
another chess for him to put inside the carriage. "The one that you need to 
pay close attention is the merchant." 3The alpha had emphasized to not let 
Iris engaged with the sorcerer as much as possible. 

"It is so hard to find a way to talk with you," Loucomplained, as he approached 
Iris and pushed the white bear aside. "I heard you drink a few nights ago, do 
you want to try to drink in broad daylight?" Lou had this brilliant smile on his 
lips, as he made a bold offer. 1 

Of course, hearing this, the seven warriors immediately jumped in to interrupt. 
They still remembered their punishment to chase after the monsters in the 
Goffa mountain and now they didn't want to imagine what else their 
alpha would do to them if they let this to happen. 2 

"Luna, you need to get into the carriage." 



"Luna, you come here for a while, there issomething I want to ask." 

"Luna, have you met the horses that will pull yourcarriage? Come, I will 
introduce you to them."( 1 

They tried to use all the excuses they could think to get Iris away from the 
merchant, even though some of them sounded very ridiculous. 

Meanwhile, Lil Thing was not happy Iris was taken away again. 1 

"Is it wise to force a retirement on Kaz? He hasbeen around for decades," 
Jace asked Cane, he returned to the study room once he had shownCarla her 
bedroom in the pack house. 1 

"Not every decision needed to be wise," Cane saidcurtly. He had done so 
many unwise decision, thus it was not being wise that he was looking for. 

Jace wanted to re tort it, but seeing Cane's expression, he knew it was a futile 
attempt and it was better for him not to try and irk the alpha. 

"Have you found out the other traitor?" Caneasked next. 1 

Jace scratched his head. "No. Not yet. No clue."The beta frowned. With Lyle, 
they got the clue from Aderan, who had gotten it from the queen, but from 
what they learned, Lyle was the only traitor. 

Jace had been keeping his eyes on him and used to feed him with false 
information, so the king got the wrong news, with that, they could 
slightly control what kind of information the king had from their pack. 

However, there was no way Lyle knew about the secret passageways inside 
the pack house, because all the Blue Moon pack warriors were either working 
in mines or guarding the entrance of their pack. They didn't come closer to the 
pack house, let alone knew about the secret passageways. 4 

Even Redmond, who used to come in and out as he liked in the pack house 
was clueless about theexistence of the secret passageways. 

"We are going back to square one again regardingthis traitor..." Jace muttered 
under his breath, he looked upset. 

"What about the member of our pack?" Canesuggested and this made Jace 
frowned even harder. 



"Do you suspect the member of our pack?" Itcrossed Jace's mind, but then it 
was hard for him to go through with that, the thought the member of their pack 
had betrayed them was too disturbing. 2 

"Check on them," Cane said and then stood up togo to the front yard, they 
were going to depart in an hour. 

The alpha was not thrilled to investigate his own pack member and learn they 
betrayed him, but then it would be even more dangerous if they looked past it. 

However, without Cane realized it, his intuition was proven right in a way, 
because it was indeed his pack member, who had disclosed about the secret 
passageways. 1 

But, he would have never imagined who that person could be... 5 

"Miss Aria, lady Cyan said she wanted to see you,"Lett o called Aria, who was 
staring at the townthrough a small window in her bedroom. She had stayed in 
the capital city for more than two months, but she had never stepped outside 
of this tower. 2 

Ony a handful people who knew her existence here. Life looked so blurry in 
her eyes, as she didn't know what to do and what to expect. 

Therefore, she held onto the only emotion that she knew; hatred. It was so 
easy to hate something and her favorite person for her to hate was; iris. 2 

She would end up like this if it was not for her. She wouldn't live a miserable 
life if she did not come to the picture. Even if Cane didn't love her the way she 
did, she knew he wouldn't be with someone else and she would be the only 
woman by his side. 

Cane. What he was doing right now? Did you still remember me? Did I ever 
cross your mind? 2 

Those questions were the most frequent questions that came into Aria's mind, 
while she indulged herself in misery. She loved him, despite everything he 
had done. 

She loved him and would give up anything for him, but he didn't want it and 
now, she would do everything to get back to him. 



If she couldn't be the person he loved, then she would be the only person, 
who would be in his mind.Aria loved Cane and she was willing to 
do everything to get his attention, for him to remember her, even though her 
way was so twisted. 1 

"Miss Aria?" Lett o called Aria again, she wassitting near the windowsill, 
staring outside. Her stomach looked so huge, she would due within a few 
weeks from now on. 

"Hm?" 

"Lady Cyan wanted to see you..." Lett o repeatedagain carefully, because 
Aria's mood was a little bit sour nowadays. She refused to see his 
master, unless she was so thirsty and wanted his blood to quenched her 
thirst. 

"What that blind woman wanted with me again?!"Aria snarled. She had 
laughed to Cyan's face when she saw her the last time. She was blind and 
now from what she learned, Cyan's existence in this palace had been kept 
secret, just like her. 3 

Aria hated that woman, even more when she heard that she failed with her 
grand scheme against the Howling Wolf pack, but what irked her more was 
the fact Iris was still alive. 1 

If she was going to fail, at the very least, she should kill that slut! 

Aria was not sure about the de tail and how Cyan got blind, but then she 
couldn't care less about that trivial matter."I- I don't know, miss..." Lett o said, 
he flinched.He could feel her wrath filled the air. 

Aria then stood up and walked out of the door, pushing Lett o out of her way. 
She hated this slave boy. See? It was so easy to be hateful and she lived with 
that emotion. 

"What do you want?!" Aria asked, once sheentered Cyan's bedroom. It was 
not big or luxurious, just like her bedroom when she was still the king's 
mistress, but it was convenient enough and was way nicer than Aria's 
small one. 1 

"Sit down, there is something I want to discusswith you," Cyan said firmly, it 
was a tacit understanding that they didn't like each other, thus it was better to 



lower their interaction and go straight to the point. "Tell me about your former 
pack, Winter Moon pack." 

Aria was Leane's personal maid, they came from Winter Moon pack before 
Leane found Cane was her destined mate and she moved almost right away 
to the Howling Wolf pack. 2 

Therefore, as the future luna's personal maid, of course, Aria had the privilege 
to know about those secret passageways. She was also the one, who told 
Cyan about the situation in the Howling Wolf pack and how many people still 
perceived Iris as Gerald's daughter and harbor ill feeling toward her. 4This 
kind information looked insignificant, but it was a tool for Cyan to sow discord 
between the Howling Wolf pack people. 

While men used to use c unning tactic to set a trap, woman used to play with 
emotions, the way they schemed was different and subtle. It was not a direct 
approach or a threat like men used to do, but it could leave a long impact. 

This method suit Cyan the most, since she was also a mind controller. 

"What do you want to know about Winter Moonpack?" Aria narrowed her 
eyes. 

Winter Moon pack joined hand with Red Claw pack to fight for the throne, but 
they failed. 
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Cane. What he was doing right now? Did you still remember me? Did I ever 
cross your mind? 2 

Those questions were the most frequent questions that came into Aria's mind, 
while she indulged herself in misery. She loved him, despite everything he 
had done. 

She loved him and would give up anything for him, but he didn't want it and 
now, she would do everything to get back to him. 

If she couldn't be the person he loved, then she would be the only person, 
who would be in his mind.Aria loved Cane and she was willing to 
do everything to get his attention, for him to remember her, even though her 
way was so twisted. 1 
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"Lady Cyan wanted to see you..." Lett o repeatedagain carefully, because 
Aria's mood was a little bit sour nowadays. She refused to see his 
master, unless she was so thirsty and wanted his blood to quenched her 
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"What that blind woman wanted with me again?!"Aria snarled. She had 
laughed to Cyan's face when she saw her the last time. She was blind and 
now from what she learned, Cyan's existence in this palace had been kept 
secret, just like her. 3 

Aria hated that woman, even more when she heard that she failed with her 
grand scheme against the Howling Wolf pack, but what irked her more was 
the fact Iris was still alive. 1 

If she was going to fail, at the very least, she should kill that slut! 

Aria was not sure about the de tail and how Cyan got blind, but then she 
couldn't care less about that trivial matter."I- I don't know, miss..." Lett o said, 
he flinched.He could feel her wrath filled the air. 

Aria then stood up and walked out of the door, pushing Lett o out of her way. 
She hated this slave boy. See? It was so easy to be hateful and she lived with 
that emotion. 

"What do you want?!" Aria asked, once sheentered Cyan's bedroom. It was 
not big or luxurious, just like her bedroom when she was still the king's 
mistress, but it was convenient enough and was way nicer than Aria's 
small one. 1 

"Sit down, there is something I want to discusswith you," Cyan said firmly, it 
was a tacit understanding that they didn't like each other, thus it was better to 
lower their interaction and go straight to the point. "Tell me about your former 
pack, Winter Moon pack." 

Aria was Leane's personal maid, they came from Winter Moon pack before 
Leane found Cane was her destined mate and she moved almost right away 
to the Howling Wolf pack. 2 

Therefore, as the future luna's personal maid, of course, Aria had the privilege 
to know about those secret passageways. She was also the one, who told 
Cyan about the situation in the Howling Wolf pack and how many people still 
perceived Iris as Gerald's daughter and harbor ill feeling toward her. 4This 
kind information looked insignificant, but it was a tool for Cyan to sow discord 
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While men used to use c unning tactic to set a trap, woman used to play with 
emotions, the way they schemed was different and subtle. It was not a direct 
approach or a threat like men used to do, but it could leave a long impact. 

This method suit Cyan the most, since she was also a mind controller. 

"What do you want to know about Winter Moonpack?" Aria narrowed her 
eyes. 

Winter Moon pack joined hand with Red Claw pack to fight for the throne, but 
they failed. 
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"Wait," Iris said to stop the other warriors fromtaking her away from Lou. "I 
want to talk with him for a while." 

Dyne immediately came to her and mouth his word, knowing his luna was 

perfectly capable to read lips even though she could hear right now. ︿ 

'You can't do that, luna, the alpha will be angry.' 

"For a while," Iris replied shortly and then went toapproach Lou, whose smile 
was so bright to see the au burn woman rushed to him. 

"Yes? Do you have something to discuss with me?I can come with you on the 
journey if this is really important," Lou said cheerfully, while the white bear 
followed beside Iris as well, it nudged her hand, asking to be patted. 1 

"I want you to try something." 

"I will try anything if its for you," Lou said with awink and this caused the seven 
warriors growled at him with warning, but like usual, the merchant couldn't 
care less with them because they didn't hold any value in his eyes. 1 

On the other hand, Iris didn't pay much attention to the way Lou tried to flirt 
with her, as she called Aliana to get her the thing she wanted. 



Aliana immediately came to Iris, her eyes lit up torealize the luna got her clue. 

It was harmless, though Aliana knew she would get a trouble if the alpha 
learned about it, but she couldn't help it. They had the famous merchant from 
the Rosantine guilds from Karam continents in their pack, it was a waste if 
they didn't make the best out of him. 

"Here, luna," Aliana said, as she handed her asmall pocket of tea and a 
waterskin, where inside, it contained with the alcohol tea. 

"What is this? Poison?" Lou asked, he stared atthe two items that iris gave to 
him after Aliana handed it over to her. 

Iris narrowed her eyes. "Do you think I will poison you in the daylight among 
so many people?" 

"So, will you poison me at night when there is noone?" Lou countered and this 
left Iris speechless. 1 

"You have trust issue." 

"Not really, but I don't use to put anything insidemy mouth, just in case I am 
being poisoned." 

"This is not poison, okay." Iris furrowed her browsand seeing her like that 
made Lou chuckled. 

"I told you I will do anything for you, even if yougave me poison, I will drink it 
with a smile on my face," Lou said dramatically and this made the other 
warriors, who heard him, grimaced.They really needed to get their luna away 
from this merchant, but she was adamant to talk with him, thus they didn't 
have any other options, but to let her, more so Aliana was there and they were 
surrounded by so many people. The merchant wouldn't do something 
outrageous, right? 

On the other hand, Lou must have a very thick skin for not being overwhelmed 
and intimidated as he was surrounded by the seven warriors, who threw him 
dagger looks. 

"I told you, I will not poison you," Iris said thisfirmly, she was being offended. 



"Okay, okay. I will try this." And within a second,Lou had gulped down half of 
the water inside the waterskin and his brows shot up. "This is alcohol! But, 
why it tasted like tea?" He tilted his head in confusion, but then he 
remembered something. "Ah! This must be the famous alcohol tea fromthe 
Howling Wolf pack, many people have been looking for this, but because this 
pack fell into slavery, it disappeared in the market." 1 

Aliana's eyes lit up even more, she nudged Iris to continue with the 
conversation, since the other person didn't need more explanation about 
the origin of the alcohol tea and how this kind of tea gained some fame a 
decade ago. 

However, knowing how much Cane disliked the fact she talked with Lou, Iris 
smoothed her way out. "I want you to help with this.""Ah! I almost forgot this 
pack is actually producedthis tea!" Lou's eyes lit up with the thought of making 
more profit. 

"Yes. That's why I want to ask you to help mewith this." 

"I told you, I will do anything for you!" Lou saidcheerfully and Eron and Zephyr 
were about to step in to warn the merchant that what he said was not 
appropriate. "Let's discuss about this!" 

Aliana was going to interrupt as well, but Iris stepped back and pushed her 
forward."You can discuss this with Aliana, because she knew about it better 
than me." Iris smiled innocently. "You promised to help with this, I hope you 
can keep your words, Lou."( 1 

And after saying that, Iris waved her hand and turned around, she beckoned 
Lil Thing to come with her and gave the creature a treat, which made the 
white furball melted around her ankles. 

On the other hand, Lou was not pleased with this arrangement. He didn't want 
to have any discussion with some random people, but Aliana had blocked his 
way before he could go after the luna. 

"Let's discuss this!" Aliana said happily. She wasthrilled it happened soone r 
than she expected and the luna was smart enough to pick up her clues. She 
didn't mean to manipulate her, but well... she wanted to help the pack and let 
Irisknew more about this pack's potential, since she was the luna of the pack. 
4 



Lou growled at Leana, but immediately controlled his frustration and 
expression when there were more growls around him. 

Meanwhile, there was another person, who was not happy. The gamma 
stared at Aliana, who was talking with Lou, she looked excited 
explaining about the alcohol tea and how many they could produce for sale. 1 

Her eyes glinted with enthusiasm. 

If there was one thing Aliana had in common with her older brother, Jace, it 
was how they were both very good at managing something. Not surprisingly, 
Aliana was trusted by the alpha to manage the orphanage and Jace watched 
over their pack while the alpha was away. 

However, Ethan couldn't say he was happy to see Aliana stared at Lou with 
such look. 1 

"Gamma Ethan." 

Ethan startled because someone nudged his arm and the gloomy on his face 
vanished almost in an instant, he smiled brightly like he usually did. 

"Carla!" 

The young girl grinned. "Gamma Ethan, did you know that the alpha 
appointed me to take over Kaz's position? He told Kaz to teach me everything 
that I need to know within six months!" she said enthusiasticallv. 
1"Congratulation! I know you will do a great jobthan him!" Ethan said 
cheerfully, he ruffled her hair casually. "Good job, Carla!" 1 

Carla blushed when she heard Ethan praised her and lowered her head. 
"Gamma Ethan, when will you return?" They had been away for months 
and now when they just returned, they had to leave again. 1 

"I don't know, I think it will take a long timebefore I comeback." Knowing there 
were a lot of things that was happening, Ethan didn't think he would be back 
for another year. 

Carla's eyes dimmed, her expression was gloomy. "Don't you miss the pack 
when you were away?" 



"Of course, this is my home, our home, our land. Iwill miss it, but I need to go 
to protect it from bad people, so we will have home to comeback."Ethan 
looked at Carla gently. 

He noticed this young girl because she used to be with Aliana a lot when she 
took care of the orphanage. 

However, for Carla, she had noticed Ethan long before that. There was one 
time when she was nine, they were in the slavery at that moment, she did 
something wrong and the guards wanted to beat her to death, but Ethan took 
the beating for her, cursing at them to hit a child. 1 

The Gamma must have forgotten about that event, but Carla would always 
remember that.The reason why she came to Aliana and volunteer to help with 
the orphanage. 

"I will wait for your return," Carla said bashfully,but Ethan only ruffled her hair 
and told her to learn more, so she could take over the pack house. 2 

After a few more 'I proud of you', Ethan walked to help the other and check on 
Joel, since he couldn't move and need help, leaving Carla stared at his back. 

Half an hour later, all the preparation was completed and Cane came to 
approach Iris, but his eyes narrowed dangerously when he saw the white 
furball around her legs, while she was sitting on one of the chesses. 2 

Out of instinct, he looked around and found Lou was getting frustrated with 
Aliana, while the other five warriors surrounded him. 

Eron and Dyne stood by Iris, as they chatted lightly. 

"Iris," Cane called her and she turned aroundwith her bright smile. "What that 
thing is doing?" 1 

Iris followed Cane's line of sight and knew what he meant was Lil Thing. "I 
don't know, I think it wants a treat." 1 

"Let's go to our carriage, we are going to leavesoon," Cane said, as he took 
Iris's hand and walked to ward their carriage. 1On the other hand, Lou was 
fuming because with Cane was there and Iris entered the carriage, there was 
no chance for him to talk with her again. They were so close! But, why he 
couldn't have a conversation with her?! 



Inside the carriage, Cane handed over a letter for Iris. 

"What is it?" Iris had never received a letterbefore. 

"A child in the orphanage in the capital city wrotefor you," Cane replied.  
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"A child wrote to me?" Iris's eyes lit up when shereceived the letter and 
opened it. It seemed, Cane had not yet read it, since the letter was still sealed. 

Inside, Iris found not so nice handwriting, which made her chuckled, even 
though the handwriting couldn't be considered acceptable, but the letter was 
clear and not confusing to read. 

Because of how big the letters were, it took three parchments to convey a 
short information. 

"What is it?" Cane caught Iris was frowning aftershe read the letter. 

"Joyce said prince Kella n didn't take her to thepalace and now he took her 
sister Annie with him to the Celestial Moon pack after the war against the Red 
Cla w pack." Iris's eyes darkened. Her mood turned very sour and Cane could 
feel it. 

When she was in the capital city, Joyce would gush how prince Kellan would 
take her to the palace, so she could live with her sister there, but now after 
everything that happened, it seemed, prince Kellan only took all the children, 
who were under his possession without taking new one from the 
orphanage.( 1 

Iris didn't know whether this was a good news ornot. 1 

"Hm." Cane nodded. "I got report Kellan is in theCelestial Moon pack." With 
that reply, Iris stared at him and he answered the question that she didn't 
voice out loud. "Howling Wolf pack and Celestial Moon pack were Kellan 
strongest supporters when he was still a crown prince. It would be easier for 
him to reach the Celestial Moon pack than Howling Wolf pack." 



Kellan must have fled since he didn't have a stronghold in the palace, 
because the untimely death of the king. From what Cane had gathered, Alan 
had killed all the princes and princesses, who could challenge him for the 
throne and hunt down those, who tried to escape. 1 

It was a common practice for new sovereign when they sat on the throne to 
pain the palace with blood. This was what Cane's mother avoided. 

It didn't mean Kella n would be able to escape his death, despite being in the 
Celestial Moon pack, but surely it gave him a chance to survive. 2 

Meanwhile, knowing Alan and the dispute between him and Cane, it was only 
a matter of time before that stupid man set his eyes on him to destroy his 
pack. Cane wished for Koda to succeed the throne, but it seemed, it 
wouldn't happen in the near future. 1 

On the other hand, it was an absolute concern for Cane to strengthen the 
southern packs beforeAlan did his first attack, for the meantime, he must have 
fun to chase after all the royal princes and princesses. 

"Cane." Iris looked conflicted when she called hisname, as he leaned over to 
let her know that she got all of his attention and waited for her to speak. "Will 
you... support prince Kella n like your father did...?" 

Iris was not sure about this, but Howling Wolf pack and Celestial Moon pack 
had a long history together, Cane's father and alpha Derick were good friend 
and both supported prince Kella n in the past. 

Therefore, Iris had a mixed feeling about this. However, Cane's strong answer 
startled her. 

"Over my dead body, Iris." Cane's voice was socold and dark. It was not even 
a question in the first place. There was no way he would support such 
damnable person, who held no value whatsoever. 3 

After Iris's initial surprise with Cane's vicious answer, she leaned over and 
rested her head against his chest, seeking for comfort. Her emotions were a 
mess every time the topic of Kella n was brought up. 

Seeing how distraught and upset Iris was, Cane caressed her back and 
hugged her tightly, giving her the comfort and the feeling of protection that she 
needed.However, their peaceful moment was being disrupted by Lou's loud 



voice and the warriors, who tried to chase him away from the alpha and luna's 
carriage. 

Cane frowned deeply, he really didn't have a patient for this merchant. 

"Cane! Come out! I need to talk with you aboutsomething important! Come out 
now!" Just like Cane, Lou's patient had run so thin because he couldn't even 
have a proper conversation with Iris. 

Even so, at the very least, Cane should have a discussion with him, right? 
They had a handful of deals, but the time where they really talked about their 
business could be counted with one hand. It would be Jace or other people, 
who relayed Cane's order. 

This arrangement irked the merchant. 

Lou was a profitee r and should know to keep his cool, but with this certain 
alpha, he felt like his years of experience went to the drain. Cane really a 
testament of his patience. 

"Cane! Come out now! Are you going to leavewithout having any discussion 
with me?!" Lou was so annoyed. 7 

Iris lifted her head to see Cane's expression with the commotion outside of 
their carriage. She could see the storm in his dark eyes. 

"I swear, I am going to kill this man one day,"Cane said through his gritted 
teeth. He didn't have patient to be calm at this moment. With a lot of things 
that was going on and how he had lack of sleep for days, dealing with Lou 
was the last thing in his mind. 2 

But, hearing that, Iris chuckled, but she immediately stopped when Cane's 
directed his cold gaze at her. 1 

"Glad someone is enjoying this moment." Caneleaned over and bit her lip 
before he decided to come out. 2 

"Why did he bite me...?" Iris muttered sullenly, asshe licked her lips and 
watched the interaction between Cane and Lou through the window. 

The merchant looked for death to actually demand Cane to talk with him in 
such way... 



"Finally, you graced me with your presence!" Lousaid sarcastically. 

Cane waved his hand to dismiss the other warriors to give them space. "You 
can cry with tears of joy now," the alpha replied lightly, as he leaned his back 
against the carriage, knowing Iris must be curious enough to listen to 
their conversation. "What do you want?" 4 

"I want to know what you are going to do withthe power struggle in the capital 
city," Lou said, he ignored Cane's remark and glanced at the carriage, 
knowing Iris was there. He was very blunt with his obsession with the alpha's 
mateand if it was not because he was still useful and he didn't do anything too 
outrageous and inappropriate for Iris, aside for being an eyesore, Cane 
wouldn't have tolerated this merchant and had plotted his demise in the first 
place. 

It was pretty easy to do so when this annoying merchant was surrounded with 
his people in his territory. 

"My standpoint in that matter is none of yourbusiness." Cane drew the line 
clearly. He didn't want Lou to get involved more than necessary. 

1 

"Of course, that's my business." Lou crossed hisarms in front of his chest. 
"The black market is in the Moon Dew pack and currently that pack stands by 
the royal family. All of my business is there, it will be pain in the ass if you 
keep spreading rumor about me being your ally, but you support the Red Cla 
w pack." Lou clicked his tongue impatiently. "I am not risking my 
entire business for you, alpha." 1 

In the end of the day, he was still a merchant, he looked for profit and couldn't 
care less, who was sitting on the throne, even though personally in his 
opinion, Sabian could do better job to be a king than that spoiled Alan. 

Well, the result would be tight if you compared Alan with Lil Thing, since both 
held the same capability. 4 

But then, a grin appeared on the corner of his lips. "Unless you have a plan to 
take Moon Dewpack and make it under your territory, I am not going to stand 
by you." Lou shrugged his shoulder. "I am just saying." 



Since Cane could take down all the packs in the south, the merchant thought 
taking down one more pack in the east wouldn't be a problem. 

"It will be difficult, but it's not impossible." Canenodded. "The right aid will be 
needed to make it happen." 1 

Lou looked ecstatic to see how this alpha complied. It was a rare moment 
Cane was easy to talk with. 

"What do you need?" Lou was ready for a longdiscussion and delayed their 
departure, but Cane was having none of it. 

"I will write you a letter once I come up with anidea," Cane said and then 
opened the carriage door to enter. "Finish your magical device here and the 
tunnel in the Riverside pack, after that meet me in the Silver River pack." 

And with that, Cane closed the door of the carriage, leaving Lou cursed under 
his breath. "Don't talk to me like that! I am not one of youremployees!" 1 

Inside the carriage, Iris chuckled to hear how frustrated Lou was, as she 
nestled against Cane's chest. "I thought you already have a plan for Moon 
Dew pack. Why don't you tell him about that?"Cane caressed her head."Let 
him thinking that he is the one, who is planning it and he will come with more 
ideas. With the resources he has, there is a possibility he will come with a 
better plan than I do." Cane hugged Iris closely. "More sources always 
welcomed." 1 

Since everything that had transpired, Cane's whole plots and schemes were 
ruined, he needed to think of a way to make the best out of this situation and 
started from scratches again.  
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549 THE SITUATION IN THE CAPITAL CITY 

The royal family was supported by people from Golden Light pack and Moon 
Dew pack, while Red Cla w pack had Winter Moon pack in their corner. 

The problem was; Moon Dew pack and Winter Moon pack came from the 
same place, they were from the eastern side of the kingdom. So did Red Cla 



w pack and Golden Light pack came from western side of the kingdom, thus 
the tension in the border of the four packs were very high. 

On the other hand, in the north, there was alpha Derick from Celestial Moon 
pack and in the south, alpha Cane had all the seven packs wrapped around 
his fingers. Both alphas had not yet decided where they stood in the matter 
of power struggle in the capital city. 

"Kill them all," Alan said viciously, a brilliant smileappeared on the corner of 
his lips, as he sat down on the throne. He couldn't believe it! He made it for 
the throne! 1 

Below him were prince Mateo, prince Arlo, prince Iggy and princess Laina. 

"Alan!" Prince begged, fear in his eyes. He hadnever been his father's 
favorite, but his title alone guaranteed a good life for him. "I have never setmy 
eyes on the throne! I will leave the capital city!" 

"You will have a horrendous death!" Prince Arloroared. "This is how you repa 
y me for what I have done?!" He screamed on the top of his lungs with anger. 
It was him, who led one of the groups of warriors in the battlefield against the 
Red Claw pack and Winter Moon pack, but as a payback, Alan ordered his 
women and children to be killed before his eyes. 

Meanwhile, prince Iggy was only six years old, he didn't know much what was 
happening and why he couldn't see his mother, but he knew for sure, he 
would be hurt. He could sense danger surrounded him. He stared fearfully at 
the warrior beasts that surrounded him, as he tried to be brave and not to cry, 
though his small body was trembling. 

He was only a child, who knew nothing, but his existence alone was a mistake 
in Alan's eyes. 

Crying, princess Laina, who was only thirteen years old approached Alan, who 
was sitting on the throne."Brother, please... don't do this. We never dream of 
the throne..." 

Alan tilted his head at princess Laina, she looked so fine and within a few 
years, she would be a true beauty. It was a waste for her to be killed. 2 

"Please, brother... please..." princess Laina criedso hard, her face turned 
red.Hearing their pleading for their lives made Alan even more drunk with 



greed and power hunger. This was a taste of power, a taste of the 
throne, where he could do everything, anything that he wanted and get rid 
anyone that hurt his eyes, once he sat on the throne. 

Alan stood up and approached Laina, he squatted down and pinched her chin, 
smiling, as he turned her body to face their other three siblings. He held her 
head, so she wouldn't be able to turn her head. "Fine. If that's what you want. 
Kill them all, except her." Alan signaled for the beasts to go through with the 
execution. "Open your eyes, don't you dare to close them." 

Laina screamed when the first beast started to tear prince Iggy's small body 
apart, as the little prince let out a gut wrenching cries, while the other warrior 
beasts did the same to the two princes, All of them had been drank 
Rottingbane leaves, thus they didn't stand a chance to withstand the attack for 
long. 

Everything happened so fast, it flashed in Laina's eyes, as she witnessed 
everything and threw up. 

"Fuck!" Alan immediately jumped back whenLaina couldn't hold herself back 
and started to vomit upon seeing the cruelty before her eyes. "Lash her! Lash 
her to death! How dare sheruined my cloak!" Alan was freaking out to see 
a small part of his cloak was dirtied by Laina. 

At this point, the poor princess couldn't even begfor his mercy, as she went 
through a great shock, which rendered her unable to speak and move, as she 
was being dragged out of the bloody throne room to receive her death 
sentence. 

Not long after that, the head of the royal sorcerer entered the throne room. His 
brows furrowed when he witnessed the horrendous scene, but there was 
nothing new from this, since this was everyday sight since a few days ago 
when Alan started his killing spree against all the remaining royal family. 

"I have called you, since two hours ago," Dextersaid in dark voice. He waved 
his hands and all the beasts and royal guards left the room, dragging the 
remaining bodies of the poor princes, leaving only pool of blood in the middle 
of the throne room. 

"You don't summon a king, Dexter." Alan glared atDexter, as he watched all 
the guards left. "Don't you dare to command my people using your nasty mind 
controller!" Alan was agitated, knowing this sorcerer used his ability again. 



However, Dexter was so calm when he approached Alan, but his serene 
expression changed in a split of second when he was close enough to wrap 
his fingers around his neck. A killing intention exuded from his body, as he 
gave him a murderous look at Alan, who was trembling in fear now. 

"Watch your mouth, Alan. You are no king in myeyes." The words dripped with 
venom and it was true. He didn't hold this young man as a king, neither he 
thought of him as his nephew. They spared his life with only a single purpose 
and if it was not for that, Alan would have died a long time ago. 

Hearing that, Alan nodded vigorously, afraid with what Dexter could do to him. 
If you considered Alan as a cruel person with twisted mind, you should see 
what Dexter had done. 

"Now sit down in that fucking chair and listencarefully what you are going to 
do as the new king." Dexter didn't have a patient to keep his pretense and 
keep up with this spoiled man child. He pointed his finger at the throne 
and Alan climbed on it hastily, afraid this dark sorcerer would do something 
outrageous to him. 

"Y- yes." Alan sat down like a little child and triedto listen to what Dexter said, 
but deep down, he was seething. He was the king, why he was treated like a 
child? 

Shouldn't he fear him? He was the fucking king! Someone with the highest 
status in this whole continent! How could he was being ordered like a mere 
guard? 

However, Alan was a coward, there was no way he expressed his grievances. 

Once Dexter had subdued Alan, he clapped his hands and the guards 
escorted four men, they were the former king's righthand men."We are going 
to deal with them first." 

"Cane should be among them." Alan's eyes turnedgloomy and vicious. He 
was going to crush that alpha one day and now he was sitting on the throne, it 
was only a matter of time. 

He would fuck his mate and his mistress in front of him! 
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550 JOURNEY TO THE SILVER RIVER PACK 

Koda received a letter from alpha Cane, this was the reply he got when he 
wrote about his failure to secure the throne for his great grandson. He ed for 
alpha Cane's suggestion. 

Because it was Cane's suggestion for him to return to the capital city and 
immediately gathered the forces to secure his great grandson's position, but 
unfortunately, he was too late the time was too short to gather all the forces 
that was needed, thus he had to suffer defeat. 

After this, Koda didn't know what to do. He was not a strategist, especially 
when the Red Claw pack was left without an alpha and the former alpha 
should step up again to fill the empty position, while he was still grieving of the 
death of his son. 

"What is it?" Alpha Colter asked. He looked so oldand he supposed to be 
retired by now, but he couldn't do that and was called to lead the pack again. 

The hatred that the Red Cla w pack member for the royal family ra n so deep 
after they learned lady Cyan had killed their alpha by using dark magic and 
now, her son was sitting on the throne against the real crown prince."Alpha 
Cane suggested for us to fetch theSerafim. We need to take the Holy 
Kingdom to our side," Koda said after he read the letter and then handed it 
over for alpha Colter to read it himself. 

"Hm." Alpha Colter nodded after he read thede tail of the plan alpha Cane had 
suggested for them. "This is a great plan. We need to move quickly and reach 
the Serafim first before the royal could get their hand on her, even though 
it will be hard for us to convince the Holy Kingdom to side with us." 

"I don't think so, the Serafim is here because sheheard about the rumor of the 
dark magic and if we let her know that the king, who was sitting on the throne 
right now has a dark witch as a mother, I don't think it will be hard for us 
to convince her to be on our side." 

Koda read the situation and the hidden meaning behind Cane's suggestion 
better. Even though Cane didn't write it down, they should be smart enough to 
think about how to convince the Serafim and the Holy Kingdom to side with 
them after all the information the alpha had provided. 1 



"Order someone to figure out where the Serafimand her entourage stay." 
Alpha Colter had been away for too long from this struggle of power, thus he 
was a little bit slow with his response. 

"Alpha Cane has provided us with the informationfrom the previous letter. The 
Serafim and her knights are currently in the Winter Moon pack's harbor. 1 

If the only harbor in the southern kingdom was Chrystal Moon pack, then the 
second harbor was in the Winter Moon pack and the two of it were the only 
harbor in this continent. 

"Good. Good." Alpha Colter nodded insatisfaction. "Alpha Cane has great 
informants and is resourceful. It's great he is on our side. Too pity he couldn't 
send his people to help with the war against the royal family. With 
seven packs under his control, he has a lot of warriors under his possession." 
Alpha Colter then looked at Koda. "You must hold onto this alpha and 
keep him by our side no matter what." 

Not only the southern packs were under Cane's control, but the alpha himself 
was an asset, as he was a great strategist, it would be their greatest lost if 
Cane changed his stand and supported the royal. 

"Don't worry, alpha Colter, alpha Cane and Alan isnot in a good term. The one 
we need to worry is prince Kellan, who has fled to the Celestial Moon pack, 
because alpha Cane's father and alpha Derick were prince Kella n supporter 
in the past." 

Alpha Colter thought about it. "You are right, we need to do something about 
it," 

Koda felt great to work with alpha Colter again, since he was his beta in the 
Dast. "Don't worrv, IHalf day on their way to the Silver River pack, they 
stopped for a while for lunch before they resumed their journey again. 

But, there was a little bit commotion there. 

"What happened?" Iris asked when she steppedout of the carriage and 
stretched her body. 

"I don't know, I will check," Aliana said, as she wasfrowning. "I don't think this 
is a monster attack..." 



The commotion was a little bit different than the noise they would make if 
there was danger around them, it was most like a flustered growl. 

Meanwhile, Cane was dozing off inside the carriage, feeling comfortable with 
his mate's presence, he couldn't fight his tiredness and now Iris wanted to 
bring the lunch for him when she heard the commotion. 

However, Iris didn't need to wait for Aliana to know what happened because 
from a far she could see the white furball rolling on the ground, while the other 
beasts stared at it dumbfoundedly and growled to make it move away, but the 
silly bear simply spread its limbs and laid down on the ground, looking so 
tired. 1 

It seemed, Lil Thing had been following them from the Howling Wolf pack and 
now, this lazy cr eature was spent, because it was not usually running too far 
for too long. In a long journey, Lou would put it inside a comfortable cage 
with lot of food and enough water, thus for it to followthem, of course, this 
white bear had overworked itself to follow this entourage. 

"Why the bear is here?" Iris approached Lil Thingand squatted down next to it, 
the li zard on her shoulder peeked through her curls and shook its tail , 
seemingly was not happy with this creature that almost swallowed it months 
ago. 

"I am not sure," Ethan said, he shifted back intohis human form and 
approached Iris. "I just realized it when this creature approached us an hour 
ago." 

"Is Lou around?" Iris looked around, thinking themerchant would pop up from 
behind the trees. 

"No. I don't think the merchant is nearby." Ethansquatted down next to Iris, 
frowning at the bear, which tongue lulled from the side of it mouth. "I have 
sent a hawk to ask Jace about Lou's whereabouts." 

"Can someone get me water?" Iris asked. She wasspeechless to see Lil Thing 
followed them. Did the bear thought they were going to go sightseeing and 
would return after? 

Dyne gave Iris water, where she poured it into Lil Thing's mouth and the bear 
let out whimpered. 



"Can you get more? I think we need to feed it too,it looks like its going to die 
from exhaustion."Ethan's frown deepened. "What we should do with this bear 
now?"bear back to the pack house or take it with them. The first option was 
more enticing. 

But, before Iris could answer that, they startled when they heard Cane's voice 
from behind them. 

"What is that creature doing here?!" Canegrowled darkly. 3 
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